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Abstract. By means of the Helmholtz theorem on the decomposition of vector fields,
the angular momentum of the classical electromagnetic field is decomposed, in a general
and manifestly gauge invariant manner, into a spin component and an orbital component.
The method is applied to linearly and circularly polarized plane waves in their classical and
quantum forms.
1. Introduction
The notion of light containing orbital and spin components of angular momentum
has become of interest in the past decade. For paraxial rays, that accurately describe laser
light, the nature of the division into the two components appears now to be well understood
[1-4].
However, for more general electromagnetic fields a simple, plausible and general
derivation of these components from the expression for the angular momentum J (t) of the
classical electromagnetic field in terms of the electric E(x,t) and magnetic field B(x,t) [5]
J (t)=
1
4pc d
3x
ò
x· [E (x,t) · B(x,t)] (1)
(Gaussian units, bold font denotes a three-vector) seems to be lacking. Some authors [6]
use decompositions that are not manifestly gauge invariant. Other decompositions lack
generality [7]. In this paper, by applying the vector decomposition theorem of Helmholtz to
the electric field, following [8], we obtain a decomposition of the angular momentum of the
classical electromagnetic field into orbital and spin components that is quite general and
manifestly gauge invariant throughout because it involves the fields only and not the
potentials.
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In section 2 we perform the Helmholtz decomposition, in section 3 we obtain
general expressions for the orbital and spin parts of the classical electromagnetic field. In
section 4 we apply the prescription to classical linearly and circularly polarized plane
waves and discuss the apparent paradox that plane waves give rise to. In section 5 we show
that when the prescription is applied to plane waves quantized in the Coulomb gauge it
reproduces the standard forms for the orbital and spin angular momentum of the free
photon. In section 6 we apply the same arguments to the linear momentum.
2. Helmholtz decompositions
The vector decomposition theorem of Helmholtz [9-11] states that any 3-vector
field E(x) that vanishes at spatial infinity can be expressed, up to a uniform vector (see
Appendix), as the sum of two terms
E(x,t) =-Ñ x f (x,t) + Ñ x ´ F(x,t) (2)
where Ñ x is the gradient operator with respect to x and the scalar f nd vector F potential
functions are
f(x,t) = d3yò
Ñ y.E(y,t)
4p |x - y | and 
F(x,t) = d3yò
Ñ y ´ E(y,t)
4p |x - y | . (3)
The first term of (2) is known as the longitudinal part, the second as the transverse part. It
is argued elsewhere [10-12] that the Helmholtz theorem applies to fields that vary with
time. If the field is the electromagnetic E field then, after using Maxwell equations, the two
potential functions become
f(x,t) = d3yò
(y,t)
|x - y | and 
F(x,t) = -
t
d3yò
B(y,t)
4p c |x - y |  (4)
where (y,t) is the electric charge density and B the magnetic Maxwell field.
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We see that the Helmholtz theorem decomposes the Maxwell electric field into
gradients of the electromagnetic Coulomb gauge potentials E =-Ñ f - At / ct. The
expression for At,
At(x,t) = Ñ x ´ d
3yò
B(y,t)
4p |x - y| (5)
was obtained previously [10, 11] by making a Helmholtz decomposition of the
electromagnetic vector potential. The term At is the irreducible part of the electromagnetic
vector potential that encodes all the information about the magnetic field [11]. The pure
gauge term of the electromagnetic vector potential, which is the gradient of an arbitrary
scalar field, does not encode any physical information.
When the electromagnetic E field is decomposed as in equation (2) one part of it,
that involving the gradient in (2), is necessarily associated with the presence of electric
charge (bound or b) and one part, that involving the curl in equation (2) (free or f), is not
necessarily associated with the presence of electric charge. In this sense, the fields in an
irregularly shaped metal cavity will be said to be free although they do not have the form of
plane waves. The categorization applies to any physical quantities that depend on E, such
as the angular momentum.
The electromagnetic B field may also be decomposed by means of the Helmholtz
theorem. Because Ñ .B = 0, there is only one term in the decomposition and, with the use of
the inhomogeneous Maxwell equation
Ñ ´ B =
4p
c
j +
1
c
E
t
(6)
where j is the electric current density, we get
B(x,t) = -
1
c
d3yò j (y,t) ´ Ñ x
1
|x - y |
-
1
4p c
d3yò
E (y,t)
t
´ Ñ x
1
|x - y |  . (7)
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The first term is an instantaneous Biot-Savart term, the second term accounts for time
dependence of the fields. These Helmholtz decompositions all have the feature that they are
formally instantaneous in time.
3. Angular momentum of the classical electromagnetic field
To calculate the angular momentum of the classical electromagnetic field we
decompose the E field according to (2) and (4) and substitute the result into (1).
3(a) Angular momentum of free fields
We consider the term in (2) that contains the vector potential F. With the use of a standard
vector identity we expand the vector product as
(Ñ x ´ F) ´ B = (B.Ñ x)F - B
r Ñ xF
r
r = 1
3
å . (8)
The first term contributes to the angular momentum an amount
J fs =
1
4p c
d3xò x ´ (B.Ñ x)F (9)  
or, in components,
J fs
i =
1
4p c
e ijk
r, j,k= 1
3
å d3xò x jBr xr F
k
(10)
where e ijk is the Levi-Civita tensor of rank 3. We do a partial integration with respect to xr,
assuming that boundary terms vanish, to get
J fs
i = -
1
4p c
e ijk
r, j,k= 1
3
å d3xò F k(d jrBr + x j xr B
r) (11)
where d is the Kronecker delta. The second term of (11) vanishes from Ñ .B = 0 and the first
term gives
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J fs
i = -
1
4p c
e ijk
j,k= 1
3
å d3xò B jF k (12)
which is the spin component of the angular momentum, in vector form
J fs =
1
4p c
d3xò F ´ B (13)
or explicitly
J fs =
1
( 4p c)2
d3xò d3yò
B(x,t)
|x - y |
´
B(y,t)
t . (14)
The second term of (8) cannot, by repeated partial integrations, be cast into a form
that does not depend linearly on the vector x. Accordingly, it gives the orbital component
of the angular momentum of the free field
J fo = -
1
4p c
d3xò x ´ Br
r = 1
3
å Ñ xF r . (15)
By substituting for F from (4) and explicitly taking the gradient this may be expressed as
J fo =
1
( 4p c)2
d3xò d3yò [B(x,t).
B(y,t)
t
]
x ´ y
|x - y |3 . (16)
Equations (14) and (16) give, respectively, the spin and orbital components of the angular
momentum of the free fields.
3(b) Angular momentum of bound fields
The angular momentum of the bound fields, obtained from (1) and (2) is
J b = -
1
4p c
d3xò x ´ [Ñ x f ´ B] . (17)
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By substituting for , exchanging x and y and using the relation
Ñ y(1/|y - x |) = -Ñ x(1/|x - y |) (18)
it becomes
J b =
1
c
d3xò (x,t)
d3y
4pò y ´ [Ñ x ´
B(y,t)
|x - y|
] . (19)
The bound angular momentum has orbital character because it contains the coordinate
vectors explicitly.
4. Plane waves: classical
It is desirable to verify that the equations developed in the last section are consistent
with known results. To do this we apply them to the classical and quantum cases of plane
waves of the electromagnetic field.
A linearly polarized classical plane wave propagating in the z direction has
magnetic field B(x,t) = ˆ xBsin( t-kz)  with time derivative
B(x',t) / t = ˆ xBcos( t- kz') . There is also an electric field in the y direction. The cross
product of the two vectors in (14) vanishes so the spin angular moment is zero. The scalar
product is
B(x,t). B(x',t) / t =
B2
2
{sin[k(z'- z)]+sin[2t-k(z+z')] } . (20)
The time average of the second term vanishes and from (16) the time-averaged orbital
angular momentum is
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J fo =
1
( 4p c)2
d3xò d3x'ò sin[k(z'- z)]
x ´ x'
|x - x'|3 . (21)
This integrand is odd under the transformation x ®  - x a d x' ®  - x' and so the integral
vanishes. Consequently both the spin and time-averaged orbital angular momentum of a
linearly polarized plane wave vanish.
A circularly polarized plane wave propagating in the z direc ion has magnetic field
components
B(x,t) =ˆ xBcos( t- kz)+ˆ yBsin( t- kz) (22)
and from its time derivative we obtain from (14)
J fs =
ˆ z B2
( 4p c)2
d3xò d3x'ò
cos[k(z'- z)]
|x - x'|
. (23)
The integral d3x'ò
cos[k(z'- z)]
|x - x'|
 gives 4p /k2 so we get a vector density of spin angular
momentum B2/4pw  in the z direction. In calculating the orbital angular momentum from
(16) we get B(x,t). B(x',t) / t = B2{sin[k(z'- z)]} and hence an expression similar to
(21). The orbital angular momentum therefore vanishes. We find that the circularly
polarized classical plane wave has a finite volume density of spin angular momentum
B2/4pw  but a zero volume density of orbital angular momentum. The energy density of the
wave is B2/4p  so the ratio of spin angular momentum density to energy density is 1/w .
It is well known on the basis of experiment [13] and theory [14] and is confirmed
by the calculation above that a circularly polarized plane wave carries spin angular
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momentum whereas a linearly polarized one does not. At first sight this seems inconsistent
with (1) because, from the vector form of that equation, the angular momentum density can
have no component in a direction perpendicular to the plane of E and B. The matter has
been the subject of discussion for a long time [15] and even recently [16-19]. The
resolution of the paradox is that an obstacle that absorbs angular momentum changes the
electromagnetic field at the edges of the obstacle so as to give the fields in that region a
component in the direction of propagation. This gives rise to a Poynting vector that is not
parallel to the direction of propagation and to an angular momentum vector that is. The
issue has been discussed most clearly by Simmons and Guttman [20] who explain
qualitatively that by partial integration the angular momentum-producing effects that occur
at the edges of an obstacle may be viewed as occurring over the volume of the obstacle. It
is this partial integration that has been carried out in a more complete way in section 3 of
this paper.
An examination of the surface term that arises as a result of the partial integration of
(10) shows [23] that for a circularly polarized wave it contributes a term that is equal and
opposite to that given by the volume term, giving a total angular momentum of zero, in
accordance with the predictions of (1). However, if the infinite wave is constricted by an
aperture of finite size and the surface of integration is taken just outside the boundary of a
section of the constricted wave then the surface term vanishes and only the volume term
remains. In this way [24] a reconciliation is effected between the naïve predictions of (1)
and the experiments of Beth [13].
5. Plane waves: quantum mechanical
A photon is the quantized normal mode of the electromagnetic field and, as such,
the division of its angular momentum into spin and orbital parts depends on the shape of
the particular normal mode. In order to compare our results with known ones we again
consider the simplest case of plane waves, this time quantized in the Coulomb gauge (div A
= 0, zero scalar potential). The vector potential of such a linearly polarized wave is
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At(x,t) =
2p ch
V
æ 
è 
ö 
ø 
1/2
1
|k |k
å ˆ (k, )
= 1
2
å (ak, e- ik.x + ak,† eik.x) (24)
where V is the normalization volume [21]. The polarization vectors are taken to satisfy the
conditions ˆ (k,1)´ ˆ (k,2)= ˆ k , ˆ .k = 0, ˆ (k, ).ˆ (k, ') = d ', ˆ (- k,1)= - ˆ (k,1) and
ˆ (- k,2)= ˆ (k,2). The creation and destruction (Fock) operators obey the commutation
relations [ak, ,ak', '
† ] = d k,k'd , '; other combinations commute. The Fock operators are
normalized to give energy differences   h k,  for a given mode. The quantities x = (ct,x)
and k = ( /c, k) are four-vectors so that their scalar product is k.x = t - k.x.
4(a) Second-quantized spin angular momentum of a plane wave photon
The spin angular momentum is given by (14). From (24) we get
  
B(x,t) = i
2p ch
V
æ 
è 
ö 
ø 
1/2
1
|k |k
å k ´ ˆ (k, )
= 1
2
å (ak, e- ik.x - ak,† eik.x) (25)
and
  
B(y,t)
t
= c
2p ch
V
æ 
è 
ö 
ø 
1/2
|k'|
k'
å k'´ ˆ (k', ')
' = 1
2
å (ak', 'e- ik'.y + ak', '† eik'.y) . (26)
From substituting the product of (25) and (26) into (14) we find
  
J fs =
ih
8p V
æ 
è 
ö 
ø 
d3xò
d3y
|x- y |ò
|k'|
|k |k,k'
å k'[k.ˆ  (k, ) ´ ˆ (k', ')]
, '
å
´ (ak, e
- ik.x - ak,
† eik.x)(ak', 'e
- ik'.y + ak', '
† eik'.y)
. (27)
For the terms containing a†a and aa†, the integrals over the spatial coordinates d3xd3y give a
factor 4p Vd k',k /k
2. Since k' = k it follows, from the presence of the vector cross product,
that any non-zero terms in (27) must have ' ¹ . From the properties of the polarization
vectors we find, for the linearly polarized photon, 
  
J fs = ih ˆ k (ak,1
† ak,2 - ak,2
† ak,1)
k
å . This
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operator has zero expectation value in single photon states that are linearly polarized.
However, by transforming to a circularly polarized basis in the usual way [22], we get the
standard expression for the diagonal spin angular momentum operator of a circularly
polarized photon
  
J fs = h ˆ k (ak,R
† ak,R - ak,L
† ak,L)
k
å (28)
where R and L refer to photons that are right and left circularly polarized with respect to the
wave vector k.
For the terms with Fock operators aa and a† †, the spatial integrals produce a factor
4p Vd k',- k /k
2. The condition k' = - k also leads to ' ¹   from the properties of the
polarization vectors and, noting that the summands over k re odd ink, these terms vanish.
The only surviving term of the spin angular momentum operator is (28). It is therefore not
necessary to normal-order the Fock operators to obtain (28).
4(b) Second-quantized orbital angular momentum of a plane wave photon
We integrate (15) by parts to get the i th component of the free orbital angular
momentum
J of
i = -
ijk
(4p c)2 r = 1
3
å d3xò d3yò
x j
|x - y|
Br(x,t)
xk
Br(y,t)
t
(29)
and, by substituting from (25, 26),
  
J of
i =
ijkh
8p V k,k', , '
å d3xò d3yò
kkx j
|x - y |
k'
k
k.k'
k'2
ˆ (k, ).ˆ (k', ')[ak,
† ak', 'e
ict(k- k')e- ix.(k- k')
+ ak, ak', '
† e- ict(k- k')eix.(k- k') + ak, ak', 'e
- ict(k+ k')eix.(k + k') + ak,
† ak', '
† eict(k+ k')e- ix.(k+ k')]. (30)
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After carrying out integrations of the form d3ò y
eik'.(y- x)
|x - y|
=
4p
k'2
, we end up with terms that
have integrals like dx
- L /2
L /2
ò xeiqx, where L is the length of the side of the normalization cube.
The real part of this integral is zero. The imaginary part oscillates rapidly as L ®  ¥  n  it
is stationary only when q ®  0. However, in this limit, the integral itself vanishes and so
does the orbital angular momentum. The reader may object that if the origin of coordinates
is not chosen to be at the centre of the normalization volume a non-zero result will be
obtained. However, if it is accepted that the vacuum is invariant under spatial inversion,
then any simulation of the vacuum, such as by a normalization box, must be invariant under
inversion too. Accordingly, the origin of coordinates must be taken to be at the centre of
the box and the integral vanishes. We find that the second-quantized orbital angular
momentum of a plane wave is zero, as expected from the classical situation discussed in the
previous section. The correspondence with the classical situation is complete. The second-
quantized angular momentum of bound fields is obtained by substituting (25) in (19).
6. Linear momentum
The components of the linear momentum of the electromagnetic field
P(t) =
1
4p c
d3xò E(x,t) ´ B(x,t) (31)
may also be obtained from (2). By using (8) and, carrying out integrations by parts with
vanishing surface terms, we get for the free component
Pf |
i = -
1
(4p c)2
d3xò d3yò
1
|x - y |
Br(x,t)
xi
Br(y,t)
tr = 1
3
å . (32)
For a circularly polarized plane wave the volume density of linear momentum given by
(32) is found to be B2/4p c; for a linearly polarized plane wave the time average of the
volume density is B2/8p c.
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When (32) is quantized using (25, 26) it becomes, after a routine calculation, the
standard expression
  
Pf = hkak,
† ak,
k
å
= 1
2
å . (33)
The bound component is calculated in the same way as (19). However, in this case, the
factor y is not present so the bound momentum is simply [8]
Pb =
1
c
d3xò (x,t)At(x,t) . (34)
The electromagnetic field variable At may be quantized by using (24).
7. Conclusion
We have obtained a decomposition of the angular momentum of the classical
electromagnetic field into orbital and spin components that is general and manifestly gauge
invariant. This is done by decomposing the electric field into its longitudinal and transverse
parts by means of the Helmholtz theorem. The orbital and spin components of the angular
momentum of any specified electromagnetic field can be computed from this prescription.
We find that the results agree with the known expressions for the angular momentum
components of classical linearly and circularly polarized plane waves and plane waves
quantized in the Coulomb gauge. It is not necessary to normal-order the Fock operators to
obtain the quantum mechanical results.
Appendix
The theorem of Helmholtz states that a 3-vector field may be decomposed into
longitudinal and transverse parts
A(r) = A l(r) + At (r) (A1)
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with Ñ xAl(r) = 0 and Ñ At(r) = 0 . (A2)
Let Al(r) ® Al '(r) = Al(r) - Ñ (A3a)
and At(r) ® At'(r) = At(r) + Ñ . (A3b)
HenceÑ xAl'(r) = 0 and Ñ .At'(r) = Ñ
2 . (A4)
The decomposition will be maintained for solutions of Ñ 2 = 0. The solutions of Ñ 2 = 0
are of the forms = r lYl
m and = r - (l + 1)Yl
m, where the Y are spherical harmonics and
0 £ l, - l £ m £ l  [5].  The only solution that does not have a gradient that diverges at r =
0 or r = ¥  is the l = 1 term of the first set of solutions. This is of the form = r.D
(D uniform) and gives a uniform gradient D. Therefore the Helmholtz decomposition is
unique up to a uniform vector if divergent terms are not allowed.
Next consider the decomposition, with F be ng an arbitrary vector field,
Al(r) ® Al '(r) = Al(r) + Ñ ´ F (A5a)
At(r) ® At'(r) = At(r) - Ñ ´ F (A5a)
HenceÑ .At'(r) = 0 and Ñ ´ Al '(r) = Ñ ´ Ñ ´ F . (A6)
The decomposition continues to hold only if
Ñ ´ Ñ ´ F = 0 . (A7)
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A solution to (A7) is given by Ñ ´ F = Ñ , where is a scalar field. By taking the
divergence of both sides we obtain Laplace's equation for . The arguments used above
follow and again the Helmholtz decomposition remains unique up to a uniform vector.
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